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Std – 2
MATHS
1) Write pg no. 59 and 60 in copy.
2) Write pg no. 70 to 73 in copy.
3) Write table of 2 to 20. (three times)
4) Write pg no. 2 and 3 in project work.
5) Write the number names 51 to 100. (3 times)
6) Draw the shapes and write name & fill with colour. (Triangle, Oval, Square, Circle, Rectangular)
HINDI
1) Write ch- 1 and 5 with picture.
2) Write Pg. No.- 53 from vya. book in your project paper.
3) Complete 25 pages of handwriting in copy.
4) Draw and colour the picture of rising Sun.
SCIENCE
1) Paste two pictures of shrubs, herbs, climbers and creepers with their names in chart paper.
2) Draw the pictures of plant and show the parts of a plant and explain also in chart paper. (pg no. 10)
3) Draw the two picture of pet animals and two domestic animals in chart paper.
4) Make a chart on: ‘ Things we get from animals. Paste the pictures and write the names of the animals that give
us each of these things
5) Learn and write ch- 1 to 6 (key words) in copy.
6) Read ch- 1 to 3. (twice)
S.St
1) Find out as many machines as you have seen, that have wheels in them. Paste at least 5 pictures and write their
names in chart paper.
2) Write 50 lines about your any two hobbies.
3) Paste two pictures of religious festival, harvest festivals and important dates and explain it in chart paper.
4) Collect pictures of your parent’s, Grand parent’s, brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts and cousins.
Make a family album with their names and birthdays.
5) Learn and write 20 word meanings from ch- 1 to 6.

6) Read ch- 1 to 3. (twice)
ENGLISH COURSE
1) Write the story of ch-1 and 2 in project file paper in colourful way.
2) Learn and write 20 word meanings from ch- 1 to 4.
3) Write 30 page cursive writing in your writing copy
4) Learn word meaning and question and answer of ch- 1 and 2.
ENGLISH GRAMMAR
1) Write Let’s Practice from ch- 1 to 5 in project file paper in colourful way
COMPUTER
1) Write and learn ch- 1 to 3 tech terms in the copy.
2) Draw the picture of computer, laptop and palmtop in chart paper.
3) Make a table in chart paper and write the difference between humans and computer.
4) Draw the picture of monitor, CPU cabinet, mouse, and keyboard in chart paper.
5) Draw the picture of keyboard in chart paper and shows number keys with blue colour. Alphabet keys with green
colour space bar keys with orange colour and enter keys with purple colour from page no 18
G.K
1) Learn pg no 5 to 15.
2) Write the animals name with their body parts from page no 16 to 17
3) Write and learn page no. 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13 in copy.
4) Name the things which you find in the house.
5) Write and learn ten colours, vegetables, fruits, insects and birds name.
6) Write different kinds of food you have eaten throughout last week from page no 5

